### Skill Shot
- Kick the Skill Shot kicker (behind Theater) to light the lane and award the Super Skill Shot.

### Chaos in Quantum City
- Start 6 Disaster Modes:
  - Phone scoop
  - SIM card scoop
- Finish a Disaster Mode:
  - Phone scoop
  - Collect all D-I-A-L-E-D-I-N letters
  - lite SIM card with Quick Multiball goals

### Armageddon
- Collect all Disaster Modes:
  - Phone scoop
  - Collect all D-I-A-L-E-D-I-N letters
  - lite SIM card with Quick Multiball goals

### Showdown
- Complete all Disaster Modes:
  - Phone scoop
  - Lite SIM card with Quick Multiball goals

### Disaster Mode
- Acid Rain
- Alien Invasion
- Earth Shaker
- EMP Strike
- Eruption
- Flash Fires
- Meteor Storm
- Singularity
- Sinkholes
- Tidal Wave
- Whirl Wind
- Alien Invasion
- Collect all D-I-A-L-E-D-I-N letters

### Theater Mode
- Start all Disaster Modes:
  - Phone scoop
  - SIM card scoop
- Finish a Disaster Mode:
  - Phone scoop
  - Award based on game situation
- Complete all Disaster Modes (during mode):
  - Theater countdown
  - Light Hurry Up inlane
- Complete all Jackpots (during Multiball):
  - Theater countdown
  - Light Hurry Up inlane

### theatrical Mode
- Light inlane Multiball:
  - Side ramp scores Double Jackpot
  - Light shots score Jackpots

### Crazy Bob’s
- A - Random Crazy Mode
- B - Bonus X increased
- C - Random Quick Multiball

### Quantum Theater Multiball
- Emoji Overload
- Drones Gone Wild multiball
- High Voltage multiball
- Monkey Wrench multiball

### Mystery
- Award based on game situation
- Complete all Disaster Modes (during mode):
  - Theater countdown
  - Lite Hurry Up inlane
- Complete all Jackpots (during Multiball):
  - Theater countdown
  - Lite 10K+ inlane
- Mystery crate in Theater